
Batteries

Fortunately, games console systems take in mains power and convert it to DC; which means we can bypass the mains and
run the system directly off batteries.

There are various types available:

NiMH - Common rechargables, however they have a big drawback - once they finish charging they lose voltage and
power; you can lose up to 30% in a week from cells which had been fully charged and not even used. This can easily mean
that a portable system may only run when you want it to for a short while, if at all. These are therefore not suitable. Also, if
you put them together, then the stronger cells try to recharge the weaker ones so they are all the same voltage; if the
batteries get to under about 1v each, they may not recharge again properly. You can use diodes to stop stronger batteries
recharging weaker ones, however this drops the current by about 0.7v; you also have batteries at different voltages - many
problems, not worth entertaining. Unless your system has low power requirements, avoid.

Alkaline - Not ideal, not enough power, expensive, not good for high drain applications.

Li-ions - Used in camcorders and other devices. Powerful and retain their full voltage until near the end of their charge,
ideal. You must make sure you are using proper Li-ions with their proper charger, then the fact that Li-ions have a built-in
battery protection board and the protection in the charger should ensure you never get an explosion.

Li-po - Very much slimmer than Li-ions and powerful; however you will need to make sure you have a protection circuit
(otherwise you have a mini hand-granade potentially, as they literally can explode if you aren't careful). Make sure the
protection circuit is fit for purpose. Personally, I don’t use these, as they are more prone to problems than Li-ions.

To power a PSone screen you need about 7-8.5v (over 8.5v or certainly 9v will blow a fuse); the camcorder cells I use are
rated 7.4v, however in practice Li-ions seem to generate more voltage than this in normal use, I seem to get about 8.3v from
these 7.4v cells; so I suggest if you get Li-ions to get 7.2v or 7.4v ones. The rated value (7.4v) is when the battery is
working under heavy load.

Many game console systems run happily off 7.2/7.4 volts in practice.

Here is a pic of the ones I use - search on e-bay for “Canon BP-915” or “Canon BP-911”:



You can do your own research and use whatever suits your purpose, there are many choices available. I chose these ones as
their dimensions were suitable for my needs, I could have used slimmer ones, or longer/shorter ones, however that usually
reduces their mAh which means they run a system for less time.

The Canon BP-915 and BP-911 camcorder batteries are basically the same. You can either get them about 40mm high or
20mm high; the difference is that the 20mm one has two cells inside, the 40mm one has four cells inside. You can, if you
are careful, open these up so you can spread them in your case better; as long as you use 3 amp wires to connect the
terminals trimmed off in the process. You just need basically to extend the connections on the battery terminals. Guide
below.



Modding the batteries and charger

Prepare the battery packs by opening them up. I used three sets of the Canon BP-911 Li-ions (or Canon BP-915, same
difference) in my original IntoPlay to give 7.4v at 6000mA, however if you are new to portablizing, better to use two sets of
batteries (4000mA). Reason for this is that it is far harder to squeeze everything in with three sets than two. It also of course
increases the overall weight of the system too.



Snap off the end bit by the battery terminal, to free the contact.



Each battery pack contains two cells and a protection circuit, which stops the batteries overcharging and exploding, or
discharging too far. You must use each protection circuit with the batteries they are with.

Press the metal contacts through, and release the cells from the rest of the shell. As per the other shell part, the cells have
some sticky tape on them, which offer resistance to removing them.



Pictures shows the protection circuit.



Cut the long wire leading to the protection circuit from the cell and snipped off one of the contacts to the protection circuit
from the other terminal - doesn't matter which one.

Clipped off the batteries; added more solder to the existing tabs.



Here is the configuration for wiring, which I worked out:

Example of how it looks like in the end in the case. The position of the batteries is down to you and the space available.



Soldered some 3 amp wiring to the battery charger (suitable for the batteries I am using) and the other end to the male plug
from the PSone screen mobo. The two outer connections are negative, the central one is positive.



In my system, the batteries recharged fine, up to 8.3v which is the maximum these 7.4v Li-ions go. Batteries stayed
completely cool during the process so I don't have to worry about anything getting hot in there.

Best to test the batteries charge safely and properly before getting to the point of closing the case up as you can't see what is
going on when the case is closed!

The guide above is for the slim battery (20mm high) sets, the 40mm high sets have more amperage and have four cells in
them instead of two. The principles of modding them is the same as above.




